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Expressing ideas
about a software design



5.1 Representing abstract ideas

• Representation of an abstraction:

– to capture designer’s ideas for a solution

– to explain ideas to others (team, boss, client,...)

– to check consistency and completeness of a solution

– to support steps in design method

• Different representations provide different viewpoints

• Representations associated with certain design methods



Design viewpoints

architect’s
internal

design model

heating & ventilation wiring diagram

plan, elevation, end view

Three viewpoints of an architectural model.

• All three representations give valuable abstract view-

point of a building

• No single view represents the whole design model



Overlapping representations

• Design model captured by multiple representations:
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Overlapping representations, with their associated attributes.

• Systems analyst checks the overlaps for consistency



5.2 Design viewpoints for software

1. Structural forms

2. Behavioural forms

3. Functional forms

4. Data-modelling forms

1. Structural: static aspects of the system

• Abstract analysis of data flow and data dependency
considering system function

• Detailed relationships between subprogram units
i.e., ‘uses’ or ‘invocation’ hierarchy
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2. Behavioural: causal links between events and system

responses during execution

• links an ‘event’ to a ‘response’ and any conditions

• shows transitions between states of a program (e.g.,

waiting, processing, outputting, etc.) and events or

conditions that trigger them

• typically have finite states

• used to represent temporal behaviours:

– sequencing can be described

– fixed-interval frame or block processing described
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3. Functional: tasks

• describes what operations the system performs

• shows run-time behaviour of program elements
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4. Data-modelling: relationships between data objects

• critical to detailed design

• number of relationships captured, including:

– type, compound types and inheritance of classes

– sequence, structures like trees and lists
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5.3 Forms of notation

1. Textual description forms

• Problems of using text alone:

– Structures can be obscured, unless it easily maps

to a list or table – use indentation to help show

structure, but difficult to recognise alignments over

long blocks of text.

– Natural-language is prone to ambiguity, resolution

leads to long and complex sequences.

• Text is most effectively used in small blocks or tables.

• Textual forms rarely used as sole means of providing

information

• Use of standard forms to capture information about

design decisions

• Text used in other two forms.



2. Diagrammatic description forms

• Diagrams are used widely in software design

• Flowchart is earliest form associated with software,

but is not recommended.

• Flowchart describes solution in terms of operations

of underlying machine, rather than in terms of prob-

lem and its structures.

• Emphasises sequence of operations – detailed de-

sign, not much more abstract then final code, same

constructs

• Other forms of diagram tend to have a syntax and

a semantics of their own

• Diagrammatic form should be simple enough for rapid

sketching



3. Mathematical expressions

• In recent years, there has been increasing interest in

using these to provide unambiguous descriptions

• Use mathematics to describe discrete structures

• Have particular strengths in describing system be-

haviour and handling some issues of time dependency

• Major limitation is complexity of notation and diffi-

culty in describing large-scale systems.



Introduction to design representations

• Expressing software design ideas

• Abstract representation

• Viewpoints

1. Structural

2. Behavioural

3. Functional

4. Data modelling

• Notation

1. Textual

2. Diagrammatic

3. Mathematical


